Global Innovator of Bamboo Products

Sustainable
Durable
Luxurious
Innovative

DECKING / CLADDING / SOFFIT / FENCE / LUMBER & PANEL
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Fused Bamboo for Exterior Use
Through Its patented "heat treatment" technology, dasso processes fused bamboo Into dassoXrR for exterior use In dasslc

"Espresso• color; With the application of Ceromlx Technology, dassoCTECH exterior materials hfM! wondeiful performance
outdoor while retaining the original color- Cognac. Both dassoXTR and dassoCTECH can be processed lnro decking, daddlng,

soffit.fence, lumber and panel,which arewidely used In commerdal and residential projects.

Decking

8

Cladding

Reversibleface
Structural T&G end match

Simple. easy hiddenfastener system
Modular T&G end match installation

Soffit

Lumber and Panels

Easy hidden{r1stener system
Structural T&G end match

Flexible for customized production

Wide range of usage

4-6 years old stalks cut from
natural bamboo forest

Decking

Cut into length, split into
stripes and deskined

Cladding

Crushed into strands

Soffit

Fused into panels & cut into size

Boards are primed and packaged

Technology Patented
dasso Is the owner of fused bamboo processing technology and patent,
and has been protected by technology patent In manycountries.
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Russia

US8709S8B2

0

Malaysia

China

AUstralia

Pl2010004676

Zl200810093764.4
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dassoXTR

dassoCTECH

Size

mm

Size

mm

dassoXTR

dassoCTECH

End Matched

Match Installation

SHIPLAP

Hard & Durable

Fire Resistance

Stable & Precise

Termite Resistance

Mould Resistance

Size

Size

mm

XS18-MSL-5TG-PSS

ES18-MSL-5TG-PSS

T18 * W137 * L

XS18 -WSL -5 TG -P SS

ES18 -WSL -5 TG -P SS

T18 * W178 * L

XS12-100-6FT-PSS

ES12-100-6FT-PSS

mm

T12 * W100 * L

dassoXTR

dassoCTECH

End Matched

Match Installation

SHIPLAP

Hard & Durable

Fire Resistance

Stable & Precise

Termite Resistance

Mould Resistance

Size mm
XSO 12-100 -5 TG -P SS

ESO 12-100 -5 TG -P SS

T12 * W100 * L1850

Clips Code

Size

Photos

Screw Code

Size

Photos

dassoXTR

dassoCTECH

Hard & Dur able

Fire Resistance

Stable & Precise

Termite Resistance

Mould Resistance

Wide range of usage

Flexible for customized production

Size mm

XT R Lumber XL20 -

CTECH Lumber

205-6 FT-UAC XL40 -

EL 20 -205-6 FT-PAC

T2 0 * W205 * L1860

152-6FT-UAC XP20 -

EL 40 -152-6FT-PAC

T40 * W152 * L1860

625-6 FT-UAC XP40 -

/

T2 0 * W625 * L1860

625-6 FT-UAC XF30 -

/

T40 * W625 * L1860

65- 6F T-PS S XF30 -

EF 30-65- 6F T-PS S

T3 0 * W65 * L186 0

100 -6FT-P SS

EF 30 -100 -6FT-P SS

T3 0 * W100 * L1860

Color Fading & Maintenance

WARRANTY

Fused Bamboo (dassoXTR and dassoCfECH) are natural product it appearance may vary ingrains and colors.When exposed under the natural
sunlight over time,the appearance and color may change depending on the extent of UV light exposed to the material.The xrR boards originally
have a dark brown color and the CTECH in Cognac, both will lighten up over several weelcs or months.The board's color without regular
maintenance will eventually grey out to a nice silver patina just like any hardwood exposed to sunlight. If a brown color is preferred. maintenance
should be done with an exterior penetrating oil.Stains could be added to the penetrating oil to achieve adesired color of thefinish product.
Maintenance lnstructfon Is ova/fable on dassoGroup.com

dassoXTR

dassoXTR and dassoCTfCH offers a 25 years (residential application)/10years (commercial application) limited warranty against material
defects in workmanship and warrant that the material will not suffer structural damage due to rot,decay, or termites for that period of
time. as long as it has been installed and maintained according to our guidelines.

SCOPE
•The outdoor board Is a natural forest product which varies In color,grain and appearance. Color changes over time depending on the
maintenance schedule.Color change can not be a reason to make aclaim.

dassoCTECH

•This warranty does not cover damage caused by misuse, accidents,Insect Infestation,force majeure and damage caused by
other,In normal residential unusual circumstances.
• Also not covered are purely visual Impairments such as Imprints,joints,discoloration by light,seasonal climate-related deformation or
wear of the surface coating.Damage resulting from Improper Installation,maintenance, cleaningor maintenance of thesurface coating,
mechanical or chemical damage are also excluded from this warranty.
•This warranty statement supersedes all previous statements; thegranting of the manufacturer's warranty applies only to the
current version.
• Cracks on the surface and on the end of the boards can arise.(from the different drying characteristics of the surface and cross cut
ends. This phenomenon Is normal for most wood species and can not be a reason to make a claim.
•The surfacesides of the boards will get rougher and will splinter over time as a result of constant shrink and swell of the boards due to dry
and wet climate periods.This phenomenon Is normal for most wood species and can not be a reason to make a claim.

New

6 Months

New

6 Months

18 Months

After Maintenance

• Dimensional change or cupping of the boards can occur after lnstallation.This phenomenon Is normal for mostwood species and can not
be a reason to make a claim.
•Theguarantee extends to A-grade products only.

NormalPhenomena

•Theguarantee applies only tothe original purchaser.

Checks and crack5 on the surface and on the ends of the boards can arise .(rom the different drying characterlstlcs of the surface and cross-cut
ends.This d!H!s not affect the structurer soundness of the boards.

Warranty Conditions
To be able to make use of the warranty the decking must be installed according to the installation instructions. Please read our installation
instructions carefully, before installing the floor. No claims can be accepted in case of improper installation!

Project Reference • Tourism COllege of Zhejiang (Qiandao Lake campus )

•This warranty applies in addition to the normal legal rights of the buyer, including the rights of the buyer against the seller.

·If a claim Is granted before Installing the material, faulty plank are replaced free of charge. No claims can be accepted after Installing the
material If the buyer could have detected the defects before Installation.This warranty dots not cover damage that was caused by Third
parties (eg transport damage).

·If defects occur after Installation, dasso reserves the right to either repair the defect or to offer material free of charge to the buyer.If the
defective product is no longer in the product range, an equivalent from the current range will be supplied.
·A claim does not lead to an extension of the warranty period.
•The cost for the replacement of material and other charges are not induded in the warranty

Settlement of the guarantee
The claim must be made In wrltlng. within 30 days,to the dasso dealer/seller, adasso subsidiary or directly to dasso headquarter.

lnstalled in 2013
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Revisisted in 2019

Dasso reserves the right to check the claimed damage.
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Merino Crescent Singapore
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Metro Police Nashville Davidson County Tennessee I USA
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HotelIn German

Vanke Metropolis In Beijing

Qlandao Lake PearlSquare

JieziAncient Town MeiyiSquare

Atlantis Sanya

Park inTaiwan

Embassy of Switzerland inChina

Wuxi YangshanGeologicalMuseum

HongKong·Zhuhai·Macao Bridge

Private Villa in Morocco

Tslngpu Yangzhou Retreat

Fifth Park of ShanghaiVanke Blue Mountain

Reconstruction ofJilin Waterworks

Vanke Center Shenzhen

Changchun Culture of Water Ecology Park

Kunming lnnhouse

Tourism College ofZhejiang
(Qiandao Lake Campus)

Metro Police Nashville Davidson County

Tianjin Eco Cit.y-Jinlu

Private Villa in Sanya

Chongzhou Ancient Town in Chengdu

Wuzhen Graceland

Changchun Park Landscape

YitongRiver Landscape
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Global Innovator of Bamboo Products

Dasso Indonesia
EcoSmart HUB
Jl. Sunset Road no. 1 Kuta, Bali 80361
Ph. (+62) 361 752 133 / 475 2115
Email. info@ecosmarthub.com
Website. www.ecosmarthub.com
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